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This panel is dedicated to the use and the perception of dialect in US literature and audio(visual) 
media. Transcribed dialects are a curious case of writing down sound, creating sound through 
writing. Dialect, as Erik Redling has argued, “is by definition a written text that pretends not to be a 
text. It imagines itself to be an oral performance in spite of its ‘written-ness’” (17).1 Dialect is an 
oral performance that has a distinctive sonic quality, as it immediately pins speakers in specific 
positions, be it of class, race, gender, ethnicity, place and region. In his seminal work on the 
politics of dialect in regional literature, Strange Talk: The Politics of Literature in Gilded Age 
America (1999), Gavin Jones, for example, questioned the simplified conclusion that dialect in late 
nineteenth-century US literature was abused by predominantly white, elite authors to mark an 
inferior Other. He claimed that while dialect is indeed a sound that marks speakers as different 
from those without a dialect, it can also mark them as authentic, as sincere. Stephanie C. Palmer, 
in her work about local color fiction and the American middle class, stressed that “although dialect 
in fiction helps to polarize class and race hierarchies, dialect also holds the capacity to antagonize 
the genteel standard it ostensibly presupposes” (20).2 This argument corresponds to Shelly Fisher 
Fishkin’s conclusion that dialect, “as it turns out, in the hands of sly and talented artists and astute 
and sensitive critics, may do cultural work that is a good deal more complicated than we might 
have thought” (81).3 It can challenge normative speech patterns and it can display belonging and 
community. In this panel, we seek out the complexities of dialect and its convergence with the 
vernacular. We want to revisit the use of dialect in nineteenth-century literature, and expand the 
focus to contemporary cultural production, including literature, music, television and film. In 
addition, we are also interested in practices of transcription, for example in oral history projects, 
and in the reading of dialect, for example in classrooms in Germany.  
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